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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT, TRAINING AND 
 REHABILITATION 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECURITY 

Background 
 

 The mission of the Department of Employment, 
Training and Rehabilitation (DETR) is to provide Nevada's 
businesses with access to a qualified workforce and 
encourage equal employment opportunities.  The 
Department employs approximately 800 staff in its 21 office 
locations statewide with primary locations in Carson City, 
Reno, Sparks, Las Vegas, Henderson, and Elko. 
 The Department consists of the Director’s Office and 
five divisions including: 

• Employment Security Division 
• Rehabilitation Division 
• Nevada Equal Rights Commission 
• Research and Analysis Bureau 
• Information Development and Processing Division 

The Department, especially its Employment Security 
Division, relies heavily on information technology and the 
Internet to deliver services to Nevada residents and 
employers.  The Department stores and processes large 
amounts of confidential information including names and 
social security numbers of people working throughout the 
state. 

Purpose 
 

 The purpose of this audit was to determine if the 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the Department’s 
sensitive information and information systems were properly 
protected.  This audit included a review of information 
technology controls at DETR through September 30, 2008. 
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Results in Brief 
 

 Weaknesses existed in controls designed to protect 
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the 
Department’s sensitive information and information systems.  
These weaknesses included:  Information technology (IT) 
staff having unrestricted access to the State’s 
Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund application and 
database; insufficient security of sensitive information 
downloaded onto agency laptop computers; and needing 
more timely removal of mainframe access of former 
employees.  Security of magnetic tapes containing sensitive 
information also needs improvement.  

In addition, routine network maintenance could be 
improved.  For example, virus definitions were not current, 
the firewall’s management needs greater attention, server 
rooms need better physical security, and wireless laptop 
security configurations should be strengthened.  Finally, 
more effort needs to be expended to properly screen and 
manage network users.  We noted that the Department’s 
information technology staff either fixed or reduced the risks 
associated with many of the conditions we identified during 
the audit. 

Principal Findings 
 

• DETR’s Employment Security Division had access 
control weaknesses in its Unemployment Insurance 
(UI) system.  Forty-seven information technology staff 
had either unrestricted or inappropriate user rights to 
the UI program and its corresponding database.  This 
UI program is used to process unemployment claims 
and distribute unemployment compensation funds 
from the state’s Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund.  
Although Department officials have the responsibility 
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to determine who has access, only those users with a 
business need should be granted authority.  (page 9) 

• Thirty-four former DETR employees retained current 
access to the mainframe computer used to process 
the unemployment insurance transactions.  These 
employees’ access remained enabled more than 100 
days after they had left DETR employment.  State IT 
security standards require the prompt removal of 
users who are no longer in the Department’s service 
in order to reduce the risk of someone gaining 
unauthorized access to the state’s network and data.  
(page 10) 

• The Department had 16 laptop computers used by 
DETR field auditors that contained unencrypted 
records from employer payroll files.  State IT security 
standards require such confidential information be 
encrypted to prevent unauthorized disclosure if the 
laptop is lost or stolen.  (page 11) 

• Computer tapes containing confidential new hire data 
were not encrypted while being sent from employers 
and returned from DETR through the U.S. Postal 
System.  Staff indicated these tapes are not erased 
after processing.  State law requires agencies to 
implement reasonable security measures to protect 
the confidential information they collect.  (page 11) 

• Twenty-seven former employees, partners, and 
contractors retained access to DETR’s computer 
network after they had left the service of the 
Department.  State IT security standards require the 
prompt removal of users who are no longer in the 
Department’s service in order to reduce the risk of 
someone gaining unauthorized access to the state’s 
network and data.  (page 12) 

• The Department does not conduct routine background 
investigations on staff with access to IT systems or 
sensitive data.  Background investigations are 
required by state information technology standards to 
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ensure that unsuitable individuals do not gain access 
to confidential information or sensitive systems.      
(page 13) 

• Sixteen of 144 computers sampled did not have 
current antivirus protection.  The virus definition files 
on these computers ranged in age from 25 to 421 
days old.  State IT security standards require virus 
definition files be kept current to ensure that threats 
from the Internet will not corrupt state computing 
resources.  (page 14) 

• DETR’s internal firewall could be improved in both 
configuration and management.  Compliance with 
best practices such as those issued by the Center for 
Internet Security will facilitate routine maintenance 
and administration of the firewall.  (page 14) 

• We found 16 of 32 laptops sampled did not have 
wireless configurations recommended by industry 
best practices.  In addition, none of the laptop users 
indicated they had received security awareness 
training related to the risks of using wireless 
networking.  Without secure configuration or risk 
awareness training, the likelihood of sensitive laptop 
data being accessed by unauthorized persons is 
increased.  (page 15) 

• Four application developers had direct update access 
to production data on the Rehabilitation Division’s 
primary application.  Access to production data should 
be restricted to properly segregate incompatible 
functions.  By allowing application developers update 
access to production data, the risks of accidental or 
intentional corruption of the corresponding data is 
increased.  (page 16) 

• Network servers at 4 of the 15 locations we examined 
did not have adequate physical security.  These 
servers were not properly secured in locked rooms.  
State IT security standards require access to these 
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servers be restricted to prevent accidental or 
intentional damage.  (page 16) 

• The Department’s network group policy settings 
allowed six unsuccessful log-in attempts before a 
network account was locked rather than the state 
standard of three.  Locking an account after several 
unsuccessful login attempts prevents password 
guessing by unauthorized persons.  Password 
controls represent fundamental security controls that 
prevent unauthorized access to computer networks.  
(page 17) 

Recommendations 
 

 This audit report contains 17 recommendations to 
improve the information technology security at the 
Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation.  
These recommendations address application and access 
controls over the Employment Security Division’s 
Unemployment Insurance System, data encryption, and 
managing user accounts.  In addition, these 
recommendations address controls over laptop and server 
computers as well as wireless networks.  (page 27) 

Agency Response 
 
 The Department, in response to the audit report, 
accepted the 17 recommendations.  (page 21) 
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Introduction 
 
Background 

The mission of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation 

(DETR) is to provide Nevada's businesses with access to a qualified workforce and 

encourage equal employment opportunities.  The Department consists of the Director’s 

Office and five divisions that offer assistance in job training and placement, vocational 

rehabilitation, workplace discrimination, and in collecting and analyzing workforce and 

economic data.  The five divisions include: 

• Employment Security Division:  The mission of the Employment 
Security Division is to provide a statewide labor exchange, conduct 
programs that promptly pay unemployment benefits, improve the 
employment stability of those collecting unemployment insurance, and 
administer an effective unemployment tax system. 

• Rehabilitation Division:  The Rehabilitation Division provides options 
and choices for individuals with disabilities to work and live 
independently.  

• Nevada Equal Rights Commission:  The mission of the Nevada 
Equal Rights Commission is to foster the rights of all persons to seek, 
obtain, and maintain employment and access services in places of 
public accommodation without discrimination. 

• Research and Analysis Bureau:  The Research and Analysis Bureau 
(R&A) provides information related to Nevada’s workforce and 
economic conditions.  R&A serves as Nevada’s primary provider of 
workforce information.  

• Information Development and Processing Division:  The 
Information Development and Processing Division provides data 
processing and information technology support services to DETR and 
its customers.  

In fiscal year 2008, total unemployment insurance payments processed 

exceeded $400 million.  In addition, Department expenditures were $113.4 million.  In 

all, the Department has over 800 employees staffing 21 office locations statewide.  

Primary locations include Carson City, Reno, Sparks, Las Vegas, Henderson, and Elko.  

The Department, especially its Employment Security Division, relies heavily on 
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information technology and the Internet to deliver services to Nevada residents and 

employers.  The Department stores and processes large amounts of confidential 

information including names and social security numbers of people working throughout 

the State. 

Scope and Objective 
 This audit is part of the ongoing program of the Legislative Auditor as authorized 

by the Legislative Commission, and was made pursuant to the provisions of NRS 

218.737 to 218.893.  The Legislative Auditor conducts audits as part of the Legislature’s 

oversight responsibility for public programs.  The purpose of legislative audits is to 

improve state government by providing the Legislature, state officials, and Nevada 

citizens with independent and reliable information about the operations of state 

agencies, programs, activities, and functions. 

 This audit included a review of information technology controls at the Department 

of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation through September 30, 2008.  The objective 

of our audit was to determine if the Department’s information technology security 

controls were adequate to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of its 

information and information systems. 
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Findings and Recommendations 
 
Weaknesses existed in controls designed to protect the confidentiality, integrity, 

and availability of the Department’s sensitive information and information systems.  

These weaknesses included:  Information technology (IT) staff having unrestricted 

access to the state’s Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund application and database; 

insufficient security of sensitive information downloaded onto agency laptop computers; 

and needing more timely removal of mainframe access of former employees.  Security 

of magnetic tapes containing sensitive information also needs improvement.  

In addition, routine network maintenance could be improved.  For example, virus 

definitions were not current, the firewall’s management needs greater attention, server 

rooms need better physical security, and wireless laptop security configurations should 

be strengthened.  Finally, more effort needs to be expended to properly screen and 

manage network users.  We noted that the Department’s information technology staff 

either fixed or reduced the risks associated with many of the conditions we identified 

during the audit. 

Staff Had Inappropriate Access to the Unemployment Insurance 
System 

DETR did not adequately restrict access of numerous information technology (IT) 

personnel to the Unemployment Insurance system.  In addition, the Department did not 

have an effective procedure for removing former employees’ access to the mainframe. 

A basic principle for the security of computer systems and data is the concept of 

least privilege, which means that users are granted only those access rights and 

permissions they need to perform their official duties.  Organizations establish access 

rights and permissions to restrict legitimate users’ access to only those programs and 

files that they need to do their work.  Assignment of these rights and permissions must 

be carefully considered to avoid giving users unnecessary access to sensitive data and 

transactions. 
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 Employees Had Unrestricted Transaction and Data Access 
DETR’s Employment Security Division had access control weaknesses in its 

Unemployment Insurance (UI) system.  Forty-seven IT staff had either unrestricted or 

inappropriate user rights to the Unemployment Insurance program and its 

corresponding database.  Neither the mainframe’s security controls nor the General 

Unemployment Insurance Development Effort (GUIDE) application controls restricted 

these employees’ access.  These employees could initiate and execute transactions to 

file false unemployment insurance benefit claims or alter mainframe GUIDE Adaptable 

Data Base System (ADABAS) data without detection.  Although Department officials 

have the responsibility to determine who has access, only those users with a business 

need should be granted authority. 

In addition, we could not identify controls to compensate for this condition such 

as supervisory review of staff data changes or of employee transaction log files.  

Furthermore, Department officials indicated they are considering installing an ADABAS 

security utility that would restrict access to data.  However, the utility has not yet been 

installed.  These controls could identify or prevent unauthorized transactions made by 

staff.  Agency management indicated this situation has existed for several years and 

was originally intended to facilitate data and program maintenance by IT staff.  When 

brought to their attention, management said they had removed some user accounts with 

future changes planned to improve security.  

The UI system consists of GUIDE application software and an ADABAS 

database.  This UI system is used to process unemployment claims and distribute 

unemployment compensation funds from the state’s Unemployment Insurance Trust 

Fund.  According to U.S. Treasury Department information, the balance in this fund was 

about $680 million as of October 31, 2008. 

State information technology security standards require that employees be given 

the minimum set of privileges required to perform their job functions.  To prevent abuse 

of this system it is critical that IT staff have their user rights properly restricted and 

transaction capabilities properly segregated. 
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 Removal of Mainframe User Accounts Needs Greater Attention 
We identified 34 former DETR employees who had either left state employment 

or had transferred to another state agency that were listed with current mainframe 

access.  These employees’ access remained enabled more than 100 days after they 

had left DETR employment.  In addition, we identified over 200 former employee 

accounts that had not been accessed in over 100 days that, although disabled, should 

be removed to make the listing more manageable.   

State information technology security standards require the prompt removal of 

users who are no longer in the Department’s service.  If former employees’ computer 

access is not promptly terminated when they depart, it could result in them gaining 

unauthorized access to the state’s network and confidential data the State collects from 

the public.  DETR indicated its current employee departure notification procedure needs 

improvement to ensure more timely notification and subsequent removal of these former 

employee accounts. 

Recommendations 
1. Implement GUIDE application controls or mainframe security 

controls to properly restrict transaction capabilities. 

2. Implement available ADABAS and mainframe security utilities 

to reduce risks of unrestricted database access. 

3. Develop automated system auditing and corresponding 

logging procedures to reduce the risk that employees will gain 

unauthorized access.  Ensure these logs are systematically 

reviewed for unauthorized or suspicious transactions. 

4. Revise current procedures for disabling terminated 

employees’ mainframe access to ensure these accounts are 

disabled timely. 

Sensitive Information Was Not Always Protected  
DETR did not always provide adequate protection to data stored and transported 

on Department laptops.  In addition, the Department did not adequately protect tapes 

containing confidential personal information that were returned to employers through the 
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U.S. Postal System.  Unauthorized access to such data can lead to identity theft or 

other privacy related issues.  

 Laptops Contained Unencrypted Confidential Information  
During our review of agency controls, we noted that staff used laptop computers 

containing unencrypted personal identifying information.  This data sometimes included 

employees’ names and social security numbers.  Subsequent inquiries indentified 16 

laptops had unencrypted data. 

Audit staff in the Employment Security Division’s Contributions Section use 

laptop computers to periodically store and transport employment data needed for 

employer unemployment insurance rate audits.  The field auditors download employers’ 

employment data from where it is stored on the mainframe computer onto their laptops 

during field audits. 

When confidential data on laptops is not encrypted the risk is increased that a 

lost or stolen laptop will also result in the unintentional release of confidential 

information.  Release of this information, which includes individual identity information 

that can be used in identity theft, could cause loss of public trust.  In addition, since 

state law requires each person whose information is released be contacted, 

considerable time and resources would be expended. 

State information technology security standards require that confidential data be 

controlled by the use of encryption software or other evolving security methods.  

Encrypting the data on these laptop computers helps ensure the information is 

protected, even if the laptop is lost or stolen. 

 Tapes Containing Confidential Information Were Not Transported Securely 
The Department processes and mails computer tapes containing unencrypted 

personal information, including employee names and social security numbers.  These 

computer tapes are received through the mail from various employers as part of the 

state’s new hire directory program.  During a typical month, the Department receives 19 

unencrypted tapes, totaling nearly 33,000 employee records.  While these tapes are in 

the Department’s custody, the security of this confidential information remains a 

Department responsibility. 
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Department staff indicated that after processing the tapes, they are returned to 

the employers.  The process of returning these tapes to the originating employers uses 

regular mail through the U.S. Postal System.  The information on the returned tapes is 

neither erased nor encrypted.  DETR IT staff said that tapes are not erased after 

processing in order to rerun the tape if the original processing fails. 

State law requires agencies to implement reasonable security measures to 

protect the confidential personal information they collect.  If one of these tapes is lost or 

stolen during its return to the employer, the state could be responsible for contacting 

those whose confidential information has been compromised.   

Recommendations 
5. Encrypt all sensitive data stored on laptop computers in 

accordance with state IT security standards. 

6. Develop procedures to ensure the security of new hire 

directory information received by and sent from the 

Department. 

Weaknesses Exist in Managing Network Users 
The Department did not always remove former employees’ network access.  In 

addition, DETR did not conduct background investigations on employees.  These 

weaknesses increase the risk of unauthorized individuals gaining access to sensitive 

data. 

 Former Staff Had Current Network Access 
Twenty-seven former employees, partners1, and contractors retained access to 

DETR’s computer network after they had left the service of the Department.  This 

included 5 former employees, 20 former partners, and 2 former contractors.  Fifteen of 

these accounts were enabled over one year after the individuals either last logged on or 

left employment. 

In addition, we found that when former employees’ accounts were disabled, it 

was often not timely.  For example, we reviewed 31 network user accounts of 

                                                 
1 A partner is an employee of a non-government organization that assists DETR in finding employment for individuals.  An example 

of a partner organization is Job Opportunities in Nevada (JOIN). 
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employees departing the Department between January 1 and April 19, 2008, and found 

10 of these accounts remained enabled from 7 to 18 days after their last day of 

employment. 

State standards require agencies to promptly remove users who are no longer in 

the Department’s service.  This action reduces the risk that a former employee could 

gain unauthorized access to the confidential information stored in the agency’s network.  

DETR indicated its procedure for the removal of former employees, partners, and 

contractors network access needed improvement. 

 Background Investigations Were Not Conducted on Employees 
The Department does not conduct routine background investigations on staff with 

access to IT systems or sensitive data.  We noted the Department had not conducted 

background investigations on any of the 50 information technology staff.  In addition, 

background investigations had not been conducted on newly hired employees who have 

access to sensitive information.  The Department stores and processes large amounts 

of sensitive information which includes names and social security numbers.  State IT 

security standards require background investigations on employees with access to this 

sensitive information.  Granting people access to sensitive data without appropriate 

background investigations increases the risk that unsuitable individuals could gain 

access to sensitive information, use it inappropriately, or destroy it. 

Department officials informed us that they had not yet implemented these 

background investigations due to a combination of privacy concerns and funding issues.  

However, officials said they are committed to following state policy and will conduct 

background investigations on all new hires immediately and will conduct these checks 

on existing IT staff over an 18 month period. 

Recommendations 
7. Develop a more effective procedure to disable former network 

accounts timely.   

8. Periodically review user accounts to identify former 

employees, partners, and contractors. 
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9. Ensure all IT staff and any new hires with access to sensitive 

information have background investigations in accordance 

with state IT security standards. 

Routine Network Maintenance Needs Improvement 
The Department lacks adequate procedures to ensure various network security 

features are maintained.  This includes ensuring virus definitions are current and the 

firewall is appropriately configured.  In addition, laptop computers should have their 

network cards configured to avoid connecting to unknown networks. 

 Computer Virus Definitions Were Not Up-to-date  
Some DETR computers did not have current antivirus protection.  Of the 144 

computers we sampled statewide at various DETR offices, we found 16 computers or 

11% of our sample lacking adequate antivirus protection.  These virus definition files 

ranged from 25 to 421 days old.  This condition was caused by missing or 

malfunctioning antivirus software on these computers. 

State IT security standards require antivirus software to be installed on each 

computer to protect from computer viruses that typically come from the Internet.  The 

software needs to be periodically updated with new virus definitions.  These definitions 

allow the software to more easily identify viruses and ensure protection from current 

threats. 

 Firewall Configuration and Management Could Be Improved 
The Department’s internal firewall could be improved in both configuration and 

management.  Examples include lack of descriptive names for various rules and rule 

settings that should be more restrictive.  These changes facilitate routine firewall 

maintenance and become especially important when someone is newly selected to 

administer the firewall.  We also identified firewall rules that were not used, and a 

setting that should not be allowed.  These weaknesses reduce the security of the 

sensitive data and systems that reside behind this firewall.  Compliance with best 

practices such as those issued by the Center for Internet Security will enhance security. 

A firewall is a device that prevents all computer traffic from entering a network 

unless that traffic has been specifically allowed by a set of rules established by the 
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agency.  Although most firewalls act as a barrier between the Internet and the agency’s 

internal network, DETR’s does not.  Protection from the Internet is provided by the 

Department of Information Technology’s firewall.  Instead, DETR uses its firewall to 

segregate parts of its internal network.  This firewall represents an additional layer of 

security for the critical applications and data that reside behind the firewall.   

 Laptops Did Not Have Secure Wireless Configurations 
Sixteen of the 32 laptop computers we sampled did not have secure wireless 

configurations.  These laptops’ wireless configuration settings were set to “Any available 

network” or “Peer-to-Peer” instead of the recommended best practice setting of “Access 

Point (Infrastructure) networks only” setting.  In addition, none of the laptop users 

indicated they had received security awareness training related to the risks of using 

wireless networking. 

Wireless communication, commonly referred to as Wi-Fi, allows users the 

freedom to move around an office with their computers while staying connected to a 

network.  This occurs because the computer’s wireless hardware is communicating with 

a device known as an “access point” which is connected to a network.  However, there 

are risks associated with this technology that could allow unauthorized access to an 

agency’s network and data. 

Modern laptop computers frequently have wireless network hardware pre-

installed even if the agency has no business requirement for its use.  However, these 

wireless devices can act as unintended ‘backdoors’ into the computer and any networks 

they are connected to.  If these wireless cards are not disabled or properly configured, 

the laptops can connect to unknown networks, thereby allowing unauthorized 

individuals access to data on the laptops or on the network. 

Recommendations 
10. Create adequate procedures and periodically review to ensure 

computers have antivirus programs installed and that virus 

definitions are frequently updated. 

11. Periodically review the firewall to ensure it is properly 

configured and maintained. 
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12. Ensure laptop computers have secure wireless configurations. 

13. Train wireless laptop users on the risks associated with using 

wireless networking. 

Other Security-related Concerns 
 We found several other areas where security could be improved.  For example, 

the Department does not adequately restrict some application developers’ access to 

production data.  In addition, physical access to important servers at some locations is 

not restricted.  Finally, password controls can be strengthened. 

 Some Application Developers Had Inappropriate Access to Production Data 
 We identified four Information System Application (ISA) developers who had 

inappropriate access to the Rehabilitation Automated Information System of Nevada 

(RAISON) application’s corresponding production database.  Access to the production 

database should be restricted to properly segregate incompatible functions.  By allowing 

this group update access to production data, the risks of accidental or intentional 

corruption of the corresponding data is increased. 

We also identified a shared generic account used by these same ISA developers.  

This account provided access to a tool which also allows the developers to directly 

access the production data.  Department officials indicated these two conditions were 

the result of implementing procedures that facilitated application and data maintenance 

at the cost of reduced security.   

Computer programmers that create and maintain computer programs used by 

agency employees are called application developers.  A fundamental rule in application 

security is that developers should not have access to production databases in order to 

prevent undesirable and unintended changes to the data.  The production data should 

only be modified by authorized users through the intended application interface.   

 Some Servers Were Located in Unsecured Rooms 
Network servers at 4 of the 15 locations we examined did not have their network 

servers properly secured in locked rooms or locked metal cabinets as required by state 

information security standards.  These four locations included Fallon, Elko, Henderson, 

and North Las Vegas. 
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Servers “serve up” information and data to networks, people, and other 

computers.  Examples include web servers, network servers, or servers that store files.  

Because these servers are critical to an agency’s network and data, their protection is 

extremely important.  To avoid accidental or intentional damage to the servers, physical 

access should be limited to those individuals who maintain them.   

 Password Controls Need Strengthening 
A password setting allowed too many unsuccessful login attempts to the 

Department’s network.  The Department’s network group policy settings allowed six 

unsuccessful log-in attempts before a network account was locked rather than the state 

standard of three.  Locking an account after several unsuccessful login attempts 

prevents password guessing by unauthorized persons.  Password controls represent 

fundamental security controls that prevent unauthorized access to computer networks.   

Recommendations 
14. Restrict ISA developers’ direct access to production data. 

15. Remove shared generic account. 

16. Ensure physical access to critical servers is properly 

restricted. 

17. Enforce state IT security standards for password controls. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A 
Audit Methodology 

To gain an understanding of the Department of Employment, Training and 

Rehabilitation, we interviewed Department management and staff.  We reviewed 

legislation, committee minutes, and state and Department policies.  We interviewed the 

Department’s information technology staff to gain a broad understanding of the 

Department’s network resources and how they are managed and utilized.  We 

discussed how the Department interconnects and interacts with the Department of 

Information Technology, other state agencies, and third party service providers. 

 To ensure our audit tests were representative of the Department’s statewide 

operations, we conducted tests at 15 of the Department’s offices located throughout the 

state.  During our audit, we examined adherence to the state’s IT security standards as 

well as the Department’s own IT security policies and procedures. 

To determine if controls over desktop computer security were adequate, we 

tested a judgmental sample of 96 Department desktop computers to ensure they had 

the latest operating system updates as well as having current antivirus protection.  

Computers selected were based on location throughout the state.  We also examined 

the Department’s network user accounts to determine if only current employees had 

access to the network.  We then determined if the Department’s computer network 

users had background investigations conducted and if they had signed security 

awareness statements. 

To assess the security of the Department’s network servers, we tested their 

security settings.  Specifically, we tested to ensure they were configured to enforce 

state password standards for all accounts.  We also examined the physical security over 

the network servers at each location we visited. 

We conducted tests on a judgmental sample of 32 laptop computers to ensure 

they had the latest operating system updates and current antivirus protection.  The 

sample was based on location throughout the state.  In addition, we identified 
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‘backdoors’ into the network through unauthorized or misconfigured wireless devices on 

laptops.  We also examined the administration of the Department’s firewall to determine 

if it was properly configured and maintained. 

Finally, we identified and tested controls over sensitive data the Department 

collects to determine if access to the data was appropriately restricted.   

Our audit work was conducted from January to November 2008.  We conducted 

this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 

standards.  Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 

sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and 

conclusions based on our audit objective.  We believe that the evidence obtained 

provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit 

objective. 

In accordance with NRS 218.821, we furnished a copy of our preliminary report 

to the Director of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation.  On    

May 7, 2009, we met with agency officials to discuss the results of the audit and 

requested a written response to the preliminary report.  That response is contained in 

Appendix C which begins on page 21. 

Contributors to this report included: 
 
Jeff Rauh, CIA, CISA    S. Douglas Peterson, CISA  
Deputy Legislative Auditor    Information Systems Audit Supervisor 
 
Tom Tittle, CPA, CIA, CFE    Stephen M. Wood, CPA 
Deputy Legislative Auditor    Chief Deputy Legislative Auditor 
 
Eugene Allara, CPA 
Deputy Legislative Auditor 
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Appendix B 
Glossary of Terms 

 
Backdoors Undocumented ways of gaining access to a program, online service, or an entire 

computer system.  An unauthorized wireless access point is an example.   
 

Developers Developers are computer programmers who plan, create, and maintain an 
information system application. 
 

Domain 
Controller 

A network server used to administer users of the computer network, to set 
parameters such as password length, duration, and complexity as well as to 
implement user access restrictions. 
 

Encryption The process of transforming information to make it unreadable to anyone except 
those possessing special knowledge, usually referred to as a key. 
 

Firewall A firewall is a computer hardware device or software application that prevents all 
network traffic from passing through unless it is specifically allowed by a set of rules 
created by the organization’s information technology staff. 
 

PII Personally Identifiable Information such as name, date of birth, address, social 
security numbers, etc. 
 

Server A computer more powerful than a typical desktop computer that can be used to 
provide a variety of specialized functions:  Common server functions include: 
network servers (domain controllers), file servers, e-mail servers, web servers, 
domain name system (DNS) servers, and application servers. 
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Appendix C 
Response From the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation 
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Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation 
Response to Audit Recommendations 

 
Recommendation 
       Number          Accepted Rejected 
 
 1 Implement GUIDE application controls or mainframe 

security controls to properly restrict transaction 
capabilities....................................................................   X     

 
 2 Implement available ADABAS and mainframe security 

utilities to reduce risks of unrestricted database 
access ..........................................................................   X      

 
 3 Develop automated system auditing and corresponding 

logging procedures to reduce the risk that employees 
will gain unauthorized access.  Ensure these logs are 
systematically reviewed for unauthorized or 
suspicious transactions ................................................   X      

 
 4 Revise current procedures for disabling terminated 

employees’ mainframe access to ensure these 
accounts are disabled timely........................................   X      

 
 5 Encrypt all sensitive data stored on laptop computers in 

accordance with state IT security standards................   X      
 
 6 Develop procedures to ensure the security of new hire 

directory information received by and sent from the 
Department...................................................................   X      

 
 7 Develop a more effective procedure to disable former 

network accounts timely...............................................   X      
 
 8 Periodically review user accounts to identify former 

employees, partners, and contractors..........................   X      
 
 9 Ensure all IT staff and any new hires with access to 

sensitive information have background investigations 
in accordance with state IT security standards ............   X      

 
 10 Create adequate procedures and periodically review to 

ensure computers have antivirus programs installed 
and that virus definitions are frequently updated .........   X      

 
 11 Periodically review the firewall to ensure it is properly 

configured and maintained...........................................   X      
 
 12 Ensure laptop computers have secure wireless 

configurations ...............................................................   X      
 
 13 Train wireless laptop users on the risks associated with 

using wireless networking ............................................   X      
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Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation 

Response to Audit Recommendations 
(continued) 

 
Recommendation 
       Number          Accepted Rejected 
 
 14 Restrict ISA developers’ direct access to production  

data...............................................................................   X      
 
 15 Remove shared generic account ......................................   X      
 
 16 Ensure physical access to critical servers is properly 

restricted.......................................................................   X      
 
 17 Enforce state IT security standards for password 

controls.........................................................................   X      
 
  TOTALS 17 0 
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